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TOP 10 REASONS TO PARTICIPATE IN
USBC/CDC STATE BREASTFEEDING
COALITIONS EVENTS
Drum roll please....

6. USBC Power Tools series (unless you can’t get excused every month...Archives anyone?)
7. Hearing ideas for the next BF project your state can try.
8. Getting excused from work to attend a *CDC conference call* every 2 months.
9. Better social networking than Twitter and Facebook (friends from across the US you’ve actually met in person!).
10. The cookies at the Double Tree are the best!

1. The CDC BF Group is even better than the Double Tree cookies!
2. Getting advanced notice for upcoming BF-related grants.
3. Being surrounded by people who understand and are just as passionate about BF as you!
4. BF advocates are always willing to share resources your coalition needs.
5. USBC and CDC announcements keep you in the know...and prepared to take action.
Thanks USBC & CDC!

We couldn’t do the work we do to promote, support and protect breastfeeding across the US states and territories without you!